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5 A Day Activity Challenge

A Quote for the Day 

A Challenge

A Link       
Georgia O’Keefe (1887 –1986) was

an artist who is said to be one of the

most influential American painters of

all time.

A Question

A Thought for the Day 

“I found I could say things with colour and shapes 
that I couldn't say any other way - things I had no 
words for.” O’Keefe is saying that, for her, painting 
has a unique way of “describing”  things. It “speaks” 
better than words could ever do. The arts – painting, 
sculpture, music, drama, dance, poetry and 
literature - all feed our imagination and “say” 
something different about our world and what it’s 
like to be human.  

“Nobody sees a flower really; it is so small. We haven't time, and to 

see takes time - like to have a friend takes time.” Georgia O’Keefe

“

Can you think of a piece of music or a

song that, uniquely, makes you feel a

certain way or brings back memories

of something that happened in your

past?

Have a closer look at the work of Georgia O’Keefe and try to 

produce a version of your own in which you try to imitate her 

style. Look at a real flower, or a picture of one, and try to 

zoom in really close so that you concentrate on the lines, 

patterns, shapes and textures you can see. 

Don’t be scared – there’s no right or wrong answer here. 

People who see your drawing or painting of the flower will 

never know what the real one looked like anyway so it’s 

impossible to fail. Use whatever materials you can lay your 

hands on at home - coloured pencils, felt tips, paints etc

This link leads to a pdf on Georgia O’Keefe with pictures and 

a sheet for you to note your thoughts on her work: 

http://supplies.thesmartteacher.com.s3.amazonaws.com/ass

ets/exchange/OKeeffePage.pdf

She is known for her large 
paintings of flowers, shells, leaves 
and landscapes. She simplified her 
subjects so that nothing remained 
except for the most important 
parts. This video link will tell you 
more about her, as well as 
showing some of her paintings: 
LINK

http://supplies.thesmartteacher.com.s3.amazonaws.com/assets/exchange/OKeeffePage.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3iKpM0H6Ek

